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Why a manifesto?



Low touch 
No touch
Not enough touch
Touch hunger
Skin starvation
Touch deprivation. 
///Flip -Switch/// 
Too much touch 
Intrusive
Unwelcome
The wrong kind of touch

Why touch in crisis?

Covid-19 pandemic 
Social crisis of 
touch? Promise of 
Haptics? 
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STATEMENT #3: 
DEMOCRATISE TOUCH: DON’T LOCK IT IN

Touch is political. Touch is infused with power. We are positioned to 
touch through socio-economic and socio-cultural drivers. Let’s 
interrogate how digital design reshapes touch needs and norms. 
Digital touch needs to be a felt conversation. Everyone is qualified to 
have a say on what digital touch might be/become. The touch 
etiquettes of the 20th century will not suffice. OPEN up ‘opportunity 
spaces’ to AVOID imaginations of touch getting ‘locked in’. DESIRE 
HETEROGENEITY. Just say no to ‘homogenised touching’. Amplify 
diversity through haptic encodings.



STATEMENT #7: 
REMAKE, DON’T ONLY REPLICATE!
Free digital touch from the limits of its analogue reflection and let 
go. Confound and RECALIBRATE touch. Challenge the status-
quo. Foster alternative visions. Engage with unfamiliar touch, 
prepare to touch newly. Trash the touch-screen devoid of 
feedback.  Translate the rich language of NON-HUMAN touch into 
the tactile landscape. Rename touch. Reconfigure reliance on 
visuality. Take a leaf from nature, mimic reality as a stepping stone 
to remake touch. Or JUMP into the water and wade to a new bank 
to refresh touch. 



STATEMENT #9: 
DEVELOP OPEN TOUCHY TOOLS

We need diverse collaborative tools, libraries and archives, technical 
tools, thinking tools and sensitizing tools to expand touch in the digital 
realm. Shared tools that can travel between users, designers, 
developers, researchers.  Make. Try. Explore. Tools to inspire and 
educate and bring potential users into the digital touch dialogue.  
Generate new touch metaphors. Grab at it, pinch and mould it, make 
our vocabularies work so we can hone new relationships between 
language and technology to create touch sensations: talk me into 
feeling it. COMMUNICATE! We need to understand each other better.



Human touch is at risk. Of disappearing. 
Neglected touch. ///Flip -Switch/// Too much 
touch. Intrusive. The wrong kind of touch. 

Feel the cacophony, the weight of fears for 
technological touch – but don’t forget the 
good dreams.


